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[For Immediate Release] 

 

NetDragon Launches Open Beta Testing for 'Tian Yuan' 

 

[HONG KONG, July 28] NetDragon Websoft Inc. ("NetDragon"; Stock Code: 777), a leading online game 

developer and innovator in China, announced that the large-scale fantasy 2.5D MMORPG 'Tian Yuan' 

entered open beta testing on July 27th. 

 

Created by the team which made the classic 'Eudemon's Online', 'Tian Yuan' is set against a backdrop of 

ancient oriental legends, and offers a uniquely imaginative worldview. 'Tian Yuan' introduces innovative 

game play, such as aerial combat on mounts and reincarnation through challenging quests. Over-500 

large-scale quests build up a rich storyline, liberating players from repetitious leveling up, allowing them to 

fully experience the game’s appeal. And NetDragon’s use of 3D real-time operation technology unveils 

breathtaking visual effects, which should provide players with a scintillating visual experience. 

 

 

About NetDragon  
  
 

NetDragon Websoft Inc. is a leading innovator and cr eative force in China’s online gaming industry. Established in 

1999, NetDragon has been operating and developing a broad range of MMORPGs since launching its first self-made 

title Monster & Me in 2002. In addition, NetDragon is China’s pioneer in overseas expansion, having directly operated 

its titles in overseas markets since 2004 in English, French, Spanish and other foreign languages.  

NetDragon’s game portfolio comprises a range of massively multiplayer online games that cater to various types of 

players and gaming preferences. Current offerings include the games Way of the Five, Eudemons Online, Conquer 

Online, Zero Online, Heroes of Might & Magic Online, Disney Fantasy Online and Tian Yuan. NetDragon also has 

several games currently in development, including Dungeon Keeper Online, Doomsday, Cross Gate, Legend of the 

Dark and a new version of Ultima Online. 
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